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ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Construction Issues Group (HCIG) was formed to resolve coneon problems

being experienced at nuclear power plants in the assurance of hardware quality for
which conan solutions likely existed. The initial activity undertaken by this
group was development of visual weld acceptance criteria and inspection guidance

for structural welds. This report documents the results of this NCIG activity and

is composed of:

Volume I Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria for Structural Nelding at Nuclear
Power Plants (NCIG-Ol, Revision 2)

Volume 2 Sampling Plan for Visual Reinspection of fields (NCIG-02, Revision 2)

Volume 3 Training Manual for Inspectors of Structural fields at Nuclear Power
Plants using the Acceptance Criteria of HCIG-01 (HCIG-03,
Revision I)

Volumes I, 2, and 3 are published in entirety as prepared by HCIG and formerly
referenced as HCIG-01, NCIG-02, and HCIG-03, respectively. Volume 3 includes

errata previously approved by KCIG but not incorporated into a revision of the

original NCIG-03 document. Thus, Volume 3 is identified as NCIG-03, Revision l.
Errata incorporated in Volume 3 are identified by vertical bars in the right
margin.
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PREFACE

In early 1984, representatives of the nuclear industry met for a nuclear
construction issues forum sponsored by the American Society of Mechnical Engineers
(ASME). The consensus of the forum was that utilities currently constructing
nuclear generating stat1ons were experiencing conan problems 1n the assurance of
hardware quality for which cewen solutions likely existed and which should be

pursued in some manner.

At subsequent meetings of utility representatives, it was agreed that although
there are a number of construction 1ssues wh1ch could be addressed, the task of
developing weld acceptance criteria and inspect1on guidance for structural welds
should be the first task undertaken by a util1ty group. The Nuclear Construction
Issues Group (NCIG) was formed and undertook the development oF visual weld
acceptance criteria. This Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria (VXAC) task subsequently
resulted 1n a VWAC manual, Sampling Plan, Training Manual and an ASME Code Case

for similar type welds. The Huclear Regulatory Correission (NRC) issued a

favorable review letter for VWAC on June 26, 1985 (Appendix A of Volume I) and for
the Sampling Plan on April 9, 1987 (Appendix 8 of Volume 2). Since initial HRC

acceptance, VWAC has been implemented at a number of nuclear plants. In addition,
ASME Code Case N-430 allowing the use of VWAC for code supports has been approved
and published by ASME (Appendix 8 of Volume I). This document is the f1rst NCIG

product published as an EPRI report and is a compilation of the VWAC manual

(Volume I), the Sampling Plan (Volume 2), and the Train1ng Manual (Volume 3).

Contributing to the timely development and success of VWAC was the voluntary
participation by a number of technical representatives from architect/engineer
(A/E) organizations and a direct, positive 1nteraction with HRC regulatory staff
throughout the duration of the task.

With the completion of VWAC, the HCIG members dec1ded to pursue a number of
addit1onal tasks designed to provide effective 1ndustry resolution of issues
associated w1th engineering, construction, modification, and repair of nuclear
power plants. In Oecember 1985, NCIG members requested EPRI to serve as Program
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Manager for HCIG and EPRI accepted this responsib111ty. NCIG has now been

established as a separately funded EPRI Owners'roup Program.

The goals and objectives of ihe Huclear Construction Issues Group are to:

Develop a common approach to the resolution of issues regarding
new construction, modification and repa1r of operating nuclear
power plants that are acceptable to the nuclear 1ndustry and
the NRC, as appropr1ate.

Provide a means of sharing 1nformation and concerns with
professional organizations and societies for obtaining their
1nvolvement and support in the resolution of HCIG issues.

Prov1de continu1ng support to the documents developed by NCIG
to maintain consistency with industry changes until such time
as these documents are incorporated, as appropriate, 1nto
established consensus standards.

Support the needs of the NCIG Hembers and pursue those
technical Tasks which have a general application to the
1ndustry.

Provide a forum for sharing informat1on on nuclear issues for
the concerned organizations, i.e., utilities, A/E's,
constructors, professional organizations and societies,
industry, and the HRC.

Twenty-two (22) domestic utilites and eight (8) A/E organizations support HCIG

activities. Utilities who accept and fund one or more NCIG tasks are designated
as HCIG Hembers. Other utilities, while not funding HCIG tasks, provide active
technical support and participat1on in HCIG activities.

Utilities supporting HCIG are:

Arkansas Power S Light
Arizona Public Service Company
Carolina Power 8 Light
Conmonwealth Edison
Duke Power Company
Georgia Power Company
GPU Nuclear
Gulf States Ut111ties
Houston Lighting 8 Power
Illinois Power Company
Iowa Electric Light C Power

Kansas Gas C Electric
New Hampshire Yankee
Niagara Mohawk
Pacif1c Gas L Electric
Philadelphia Electric
Southern California Edison
Tennessee Valley Authority
TU Electr1c
Union Electric
Virg1nia Power Company
Mashington Public Power Supply System
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The A/E organizations currently supporting HCIG on a regular, voluntary basis are:

Bechtel Power Corporation
Black L Veatch
Ebasco Services, Inc.
Gibbs 5 Hill, Inc.

Gilbert/Commonwealth, Inc.
Sargent 8 Lundy Engineers
Southern Company Services
Stone 8 Webster Engineering

HCIG operates as a separately funded EPRI Owners'roup Program. The HCIG

organization is structured to rapidly develop effective engineering solutions to
plant modifications and construction problems affecting a number of utilities.
HCIG meets every 2-3 months and is chaired by a selected utility representative.
Candidate NCIG tasks are proposed by interested utilities. Once approved by NCIG,

the tasks are led by a utility task chairman. In general, a contractor under

contract to EPRI is responsible for completion of all or part of an KCIG task.
Assistance in completing a task is provided by staff from HCIG utilities,
interested A/E organizations on a volunteer basis, and EPRI staff. Meetings are

held on individual task subjects as necessary. Task status is reported to KCIG by

the task chairman at the NCIG meetings. Completion of a task will usually involve
review and acceptance of a task product by the HRC and/or adoption by the

appropriate codes and standards group. This broad participation helps ensure the

usefulness and quality of the NCIG task products and strengthens HCIG recognition
as representative of the nuclear utility industry.

EPRI, serving as the NCIG Program Manager, provides technical, administrative and

contractual management. EPRI jointly funds NCIG activities.

NCIG is sponsoring additional tasks which are currently being performed for
completion in 1987. The products of these additional tasks may also be published

as EPRI reports.

The results of the various HCIG efforts have established the effectiveness of the

HCIG organization and approach. Utility leadership and A/E participation helps

ensure the usefulness and quality of the NCIG task products and strengthens NCIG

recognition as representative of the nuclear utility industry.

The HCIG approach of generic resolution of high priority plant engineering and

construction issues based on accumulated industry experience and sound engineering

principles represents a prudent utilization of industry resources.
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Sect1on I

INTRODUCTION

l.l SAC<GROUND

The Nuclear Construction Issues Group (NCIG) was formed by several ut111ties for
the purpose of develop1ng a coaaen approach to issues at nuclear power plant
construction sites.

The first issue considered by NCIG covers v1sual acceptance criteria for
inspection of com leted structural welds. The resolution of that issue is
contained in document NCIG-OI, "Visual Meld Acceptance Criteria for Structural
Melding at Nuclear Po~er Plants" (VMAC).

VMAC development involved the participation of a number of different
organizations:

Utility Compan1es

Architect/Engineers

The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)

The American Melding Society (AMS)

This Hanual provides a common bas1s for train1ng of the Inspectors responsible for
final acceptance inspection of completed structural welds using the NCIG-01

Acceptance Cri ter 1 a.

1.2 NCIG-01 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The AISC Spec1fication( ) and AMS Dl.l Code» ) permit the development and

implementation of alternative acceptance criteria for structural welds when the
owner, the Engineer, and regulatory authorities agree. NCIG requested and

(I)AISC, '5 ecif ication for Desi n Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel
for Buildin s."

W, tructural Weldin Code - Steel 01.1."
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received the support of the appropriate organizations for these coneen acceptance

criteria.

The NCIG-01 Acceptance Criteria are alternatives to those given in AKS 01.1 The

development and use of alternat5ve acceptance criteria different from those

specified in AKS 01.1 is permitted by the Code. Engineers, owners and

constructors have operated under this permission for wany years. In the 1985

Edition of AMS 01.1, a new paragraph 1.1.1.1 was added to state that alternative
acceptance criteria say be used when appropriate. The AKS has stated that this
new paragraph is a clarification of what has always been allowed. For convenience

the new paragraph and the associated Commentary are presented tn Appendix A.

In addition, NCIG has obtained acknowledgement from the AKS and the AISC that the

use of alternative acceptance criteria is acceptable. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comnission has reviewed the NCIG-01 Acceptance Criteria and has accepted the use

of that document. A copy of the NRC acceptance letter is provided in Appendix B.

1.3 SCOPE

The Engineer will identify the structures to which the NCIG-Ol Acceptance

Criteria will be applied. NCIG-Ol is intended to be used with design and

construction specifications for nuclear power plants for new work and ~here the

structures have already been designed, fabricated, and erected. Examples of
typical structures to which these criteria apply include, but are not necessarily
limited to, steel components such as:

Nain building frame numbers and connecting n»mbers;

Supports for equipment, components and piping, cable trays
and conduit, and HVAC ducts;

Kiscellaneous steel including bracing and stiffeners;
embedments; stairways and handrails; doors and door frames;
window frames, gratings; covers, etc.

(1) The Engineer, as used in the mnual, is the individual or the organization
designated by the owner as being responsible for the design of the structure being
welded or 5nspected.
{2) Component supports stamped in accordance with the ASIDE Code, Section III,
Subsection NF are addressed by ASIDE Code Case N»430 (Appendix B of Volume 1).

1-2
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1.4 PURPOSE

The purpose of NCIG-03 is to provide a training manual to be used as a un1form

basis for inspector 1nstruction with regard to the Acceptance Criter1a of NCIG-01.

Many projects have developed spec1fic acceptance criteria for 1nspect1on of
structural welds. However, there are no consistent cr1teria from s1te to s1te.
KCIG-01 provides uniform Acceptance Criteria. which can be used by numerous

projects in a cons1stent and controlled wanner.

Konconforwances were prev1ously docueented at some projects because of
1nsignificant deviations from the AMS 01.1 Code. These very ainor deviations have

no detriaental effect on the load-carrying'capability of the structure, do not
require repair or rework, and usually are resolved or dispositioned "use-as-1s'y
the Engineer. The purpose of NCIG-01 is to provide pract1cal Acceptance Criteria
for visual inspection wh1ch can el1minate unnecessary repa1rs, the associated
paperwork, and reduce costs without any reduction 1n safety.

1.5 QUALITY COHCERHS

The purpose of the NCIG-01 Acceptance Criteria is to provide a reasonable basis
for accepting welds. The acceptance criteria given in all codes and standards are
establ1shed by reasonable people to be implemented 1n a reasonable fashion. It 1s

improper to reject welds which could be accepted by practical applicat1on of the
HCIG-Ol Acceptance Criteria. Canon sense, knowledge of the Inspection
Guidelines, and good judgment are an Inspector's most valuable tools.

HCIG-Ol was developed to address some of the difficulties associated with the
inspection of structural welds. The AISC 'Quality Cr1teria and Inspection
Standards" states that "there are tiees when repair work creates higher residual
stresses and does wore harm than good." NCIG-01 was written to achieve the goal
of eliainating unnecessary repa1rs without lowering quality standards. Pract1cal
application of the Acceptance Criteria and Inspection Gu1delines presented in this
Training Manual should minimize repa1rs which way be harmful to the structure.

Workmanship est be controlled and welds est be produced that are of the quality
required by AXS Ol.l or other applicable construction codes. (See Appendix C.)
Final acceptance inspection is not an appropriate or timely method for control of
in-process workmansh1p. At individual project sites, supplemental controls for

1-3
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1n-process work may be spec1fied. HCIG-01 does not restrict or prohibit the
implementation of such ia-process controls.

1.6 ENGIHEERIHG JUSTIFICATION

The structural effect of each d1scontinuity for which Acceptance Criteria are
provided has been sub)ected to cr1tical engineering evaluation and has been

reviewed by the HRC. Engineering analys1s and calculations have been made to
confirm the acceptabil1ty of the NCIG-Ol cr1teria. In addition to calculations,
the Justification for the Acceptance Criteria contained 1n KCIG-01 cons1ders past
experience and a number of conservatisms inherent in engineering design of
structural welds. Some of these are:

Both base metal and weld metal strengths are usually
519nif icantly higher than the minimum specified values which
form the basis of design.

Small welds are rarely loaded to allowable stress 11mits
because the1r s1ze 1s determined by material thickness rather
than by design conditions.

An undersize condition in one portion of a weld may be
associated with oversize, convexity and reinforcement 1n other
portions of the same weld.

Convexity and reinforcement do not reduce the load carrying
capacity of the weld.

Penetration 1nto the base metal which Increases the effective
size of the weld is not usually considered when determ1ning
the required weld s1ze.

Structures are des1gned using conservative load definitions,
load combinations, analysis techniques, and design methods.

Designers spec1fy fillet weld size by round1ng-up to the next
larger weld size.

Member sizes and material thicknesses are usually selected by
the designer based on manufacturer's standards. As a result,
these structures are usually fabricated using material that
exceeds the size or thickness needed to satisfy design
requirements for area and load carry1ng capability.

1.7 IHPLEHEHTATIOH

Th1s Tra1ning manual is based on the Acceptance Criteria contained 1n NCIG-01 and
provides Inspection Guidelines for implementing those criteria.

1-4
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Each project 1s responsible for reviewing NCIG-01 to assure that its use is
consistent w1th the desigo and analys1s of the structures to be inspected. The

Eng1neer 1s respons1ble for specify1ng the structures to wh1ch the Acceptance

Criteria apply. The appl1cation and d1stribution of the Acceptance Criteria and

Inspection Guidel1nes shall be controlled in accordance with applicable document

control procedures.

The Acceptance Criteria conta1ned 1n NCIG-Ol are 1ntended to be used for final
acceptance inspections (and any later reinspections) of complete'd structural
welds. Khen approved by the Engineer, these Acceptance Criteria are also
applicable to the reinspect1on of welds which have been previously inspected using
other acceptance criteria.

Visual weld inspections are to be performed by qualified personnel, trained to
perform inspection activities. These inspections are to be performed in
accordance with Project Procedures and the Project gA Program. This Tra1ning
Manual does not change the qual1fications of the Inspector in any way, nor is 1t
to be used as a basic weld inspection training manual.

1-5
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Section 2

GEHERAL INSPECTION GUIDELIHES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

These Guidelines are to be used for visual inspection of structural welds and

provide background inforeation and instructions to ass1st the Inspector.
Heasuring techniques and guidance on the accuracy, frequency, and locations for
aeasuring welds are discussed. It is important for the Inspector to understand
weld size requirements and the sign1ficance of measurement units in order to avo1d

rejection of acceptable welds.

Because of the numerous levels of inspection in the nuclear industry, some

inspectors may be concerned about being "second-guessed." In an effort to assure
all welds are acceptable at all levels of inspection, an Inspector may decide 1t
is easier to reject any condition that is questionable or not obviously
acceptable. Using this approach, an Inspector may feel he is doing the best job
possible. However, any Inspector is not performing his job properly when

acceptable welds are rejected.

'Second-guessing" has occurred because some people have a d1fferent understanding
of the mean1ng of the acceptance criter1a. Just as important, many Inspectors
have different understandings of how to determine when acceptance criteria are
met. One of the purposes of this Train1ng Manual 1s to present to all Inspectors
(contractor, owner or NRC) the same interpretation for each v1sual Acceptance
Cr1teria and a standard method for 1nspecting to the requirements of NCIG-01.

2.2 THE INSPECTOR

The Inspector, as used in this Training Manual, is the person performing
acceptance inspect1ons of completed welds us1ng the Acceptance Cr iteria of
HCIG-Ol. The Inspector way work for the owner, the Engineer, a contractor, the
HRC, or other party.

2-1





2.3 GEHERAL IHSPECTIOH COHCEPTS

In Section 3, Acceptance Cr1teria will be stated and specific guidelines given for
determ1n1ng if a completed weld is acceptable or rejectable. However, there are a

number of inspection concepts that apply to more than one of the Acceptance

Cr1teria. These comnon inspection concepts are discussed 1n this section.
Remember, the coaIten inspection concepts w111 be used 1n making your accept-reject
decision for the individual Acceptance Criteria where the concepts apply.

The Inspector shall perform the required 1nspection and
determine acceptance or rejection separately for each
Acceptance Criteria.

The Inspector is responsible for assuring the weld s1ze meets
the HCIG-01 Acceptance Criteria.

The Inspector should direct his attention to areas that are
potentially rejectable and need not make detailed measurement
in areas of obvious compliance with the Acceptance Criteria.
Continuous or near continuous measurements for determining
weld size are inappropriate; spot checking 1s acceptable
provided questionable areas are inspected.

The required inspections are intended to evaluate and verify
that the work is acceptable. They are not intended to upgrade
or downgrade the level of workmanship or impose more stringent
criteria or examination methods. Concerns regarding
workmanship, if any, should be handled 1n accordance with
Project Instructions.

Acceptance criteria should be performed promptly after welding
has been completed so that deficiencies, 1f any, may be
identified and resolved 1n a t1mely manner.

V1sual inspection of welds is normally performed on the as-
welded surface. Surface conditioning by gr1nding, buffing,
filing, etc., 1s not required and may not be advisable for
visual inspection. Grinding could mask other unacceptable
cond1tions.

L1ghting, natural or artif1cial, should be bright enough and
placed so the surface area can be clearly v1ewed. Lighting is
adequate when the Inspector can resolve a black line I/32 inch
wide or less on an 18 percent neutral gray card placed on the
surface to be inspected. Kith experience, the Inspector
should be able to 5udge the adequacy of lighting without
referring to such a card.

V1sual examination relies on the Inspector's ability to detect
the cond1tions being checked using his normal eyesight (with
corrective glasses, 1f the Inspector normally uses them). If
a condition is so small that its relevance cannot be
determined with ordinary eyesight, the condition is
acceptable.

2-2
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~ If a magn1fying lens is used, it should provide magnification
of approx1mately 5 to 10 t1mes. Higher magnifications are not
needed and should not be used.

~ Tape measures and metal scales are suitable for measuring
length and location of welds.

~ Hetal scales may be used for eeasuring the size of welds, but
some Inspectors prefer f1llet weld gages as be1ng more
convenient and appropriate for checking the size of the fillet
welds. Continuous measurement of size over the full length of
the weld 1s ne1ther required nor expected.

~ Fillet weld sizes are specified in I/16 inch increments by the
Engineer. When measuring fillet welds, measurements shall be
rounded-off to the nearest I/16 1nch by the Inspector. The
use of gages for measuring fillet weld s1ze 1s described 1n
Section 3.

Measuring devices (tapes, scales, gages, etc.) should be
graduated in 1ncrements compatible w1th the applicable
519nificant un1t, e.g. ~ I/16 inch 1ncrements, rather than
dec1mals. kicrometer type devices are not necessary.

2.4 HEASUREMEHTS

Kany of the welds that the Inspector w111 inspect are descr1bed by dimensions that
specify the s1ze, length or location. Dimensions are verified by measurement.
The dimensional units on drawings and in the specifications may provide gu1dance

with regard to how closely you need to measure.

'Inspection is based on using measurements expressed as feet, 1nches, or fract1ons
of inches. The following tabulation shows the smallest measurement unit used for
dimensions that you may have to verify. (Smallest measurement un1ts are somet1mes

referred to as "significant units.")

Oimens 1 on

Undercut depth
Groove weld size
Fillet weld size
porosity
Incomplete fusion, overlap
Weld length (Underlength)
Slag
Weld location

Smal lest Heasurement Unit
s gn f cant un t-1nches

I/32
(See Section 3.2.6)

I/16
I/16
I/8

I/8 or I/4
I/4
I

2-3
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Mhen taking or recording measurements, dimens1ons should be rounded off to the

nearest s1gnif1cant unit. i'Rounding off's the technique of dec1ding how to
express a measurement that falls between sign1f1cant un1ts. The rules for
rounding off are as follows:

Rule l. If the observed measurement is less than I/2 the
~sgnPEcant unit, report the next lowest value (mult1ple of the
s1gn1f icant un1t).

Rule 2. If the observed measurement is equal to or more than I/2
Uie significant value, report the next highest value.

An example of the round1ng-off technique is g1ven below:

A weld length is measured and is found to be 10-3/8 inches. HCIG-01
spec1fies that the length oF welds greater than 3 inches long may be
less than the specified length by I/4 inch (the significant unit).
Should the measurement be reported as 10-1/4 inches or
10-1/2 inches? The correct answer is 10-1/2 inches since the
observed 3/8 inch is I/8 1nch larger than I/4 1nch and exactly I/2
of the significant unit (I/4 inch). Rule 2 applies.

2.5 DISCONTINUITY LEHGTH

It 1s intended that you est1mate the total length of a discontinuity and not make

precise measurements except when the length of the discontinuity appears to be

close to the Acceptance Criteria limit.

2.6 WORK REQUIRING REPAIRS

The Inspector shall identify areas that do not meet the Acceptance Criteria. The

18entification may be on the structure or by use of drawings, sketches, or records

,in accordance w1th Pro)ect requirements.

2.7 RECORDS

Records of inspect1ons or reinspections shall be developed and retained in
accordance with Pro5ect requirements.

2.8 LIHITED SCOPE IHSPECTIOHS

Some of the inspect1ons which you perform may be of limited scope. For example,

an 1nspection may be made only to verify that a random sample of fillet welds are

of the proper size. If all of the welds in the sample are acceptable (that is,
they meet the HCIG-Ol criteria for size), that 1s the informat1on which should be

2-4





reported. It 1s not expected or necessary that the Inspection look for other
conditions; however, if any other potent1ally respectable conditions are noticed,
these should be reported separately in accordance with Prospect requirements. It
is quite possible that these potentially respectable conditions have already been

evaluated and accepted.

2.9 REINSPECTION OF PAIHTEO TELOS

The Engineer say authorize visual reinspect1ons of painted or coated weld surfaces
that have already been inspected in the uncoated condition. The 1nspection of
soee weld cond1tions, such as weld size, craters, undercut, length and locat1on
are not affected by paint.

2-5
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Sect1on 3

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA AND SPECIFIC IHSPECTIOH GUIDELIHES

3.1 IHTRODUCTION

This section states the HCIG-01 Acceptance Criteria and provides specific
Inspection Guidelines for use when inspecting welds in nuclear power plant
structures and supports.

These Acceptance Criteria and Inspection Gu1delines have been developed using

appropr1ate engineering evaluation., Consideration has been given to the
cond1tions which may be experienced in service by the types of structures and

materials to which HCIG-Ol is applicable.

The following is a list of conditions that will be covered in this section:

Cracks
Meld Size
Incomplete Fusion
Meld Overlap
Craters
Weld Prof iles

Undercut
Porosity
Arc Str1kes
Length and Location
Slag and Spatter

3.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES

Melds shall be acceptable by visual inspection us1ng the Acceptance Criteria and

Inspection Guidelines g1ven 1n this Training Hanual.

These Acceptance Cr1ter1a are 1ntended to be used for the f1nal acceptance

1nspection of welds 1n the uncoated condition.

These cr1teria may also be used for subsequent inspections after the welds have

been coated, w1th the concurrence of the Engineer» . Reinspections related to(I)
weldment cracking may requ1re the removal of the coating or the use of appropriate
magnetic particle inspection.

(1)See paragraph 2.9.
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Remember that every condition or discont1nuity that is seen in a weld is not

necessarily re5ectable. Each condition must be evaluated using the applicable
Acceptance Criteria.

3.2.1 Meld Cracks

Acce tance Criteria. The weld shall have no cracks.

Ins ection Guidelines. Meld cracks shall be Ident1fied by visually examin1ng

the weld and heat affected zone. Visually detected cracks shall be

1dent1fied. The use of magnificat1on devices for detection of cracks by

visual examination is generally not requ1red. However, additional tools, such

as a flashlight or a magn1fier, may be appropriate for further investigat1on.

3.2.2 Fillet Weld Size

Acce tance Criteria. A f1llet weld shall be permitted to be less than the

size specified by I/16 inch for I/4 the length of the weld. Overs1zed fillet
welds shall be acceptable 1f the oversized weld does not interfere with mating

parts.

Ins ection Guidelines. When measuring weld leg s1ze, the Inspector should use

appropriate measuring devices (i.e., scales or fillet weld gages). Apparent

undersize weld areas are the most appropriate locations for measuring weld leg
size. Such areas can be determined while reviewing the entire weld length.
Areas of the weld that appear to be undersized shall be examined based on the

requirements of the Acceptance Cr1teria cons1dering the undersize allowance,

and rounding-off to the nearest I/16 inch. In Figure 3.2.2-1, areas A, B, C,

D, and E (and related cross-sections) show typical weld areas wh1ch should be

considered for weld s1ze measurement. Back 11ghting is not required and

should not be used to determine the adequacy of the weld size.

If the Inspector is concerned about the poss1ble 1nterference of an oversize

weld with a mating part, he should refer to the appropriate drawing.

The Inspector should estimate the length of the portion of weld which 1s

unders1ze. Continuous measurement of s1ze over the full length of the weld is
not required or desirable.
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EXAMPLES OF UNDERSIZE CONDITIONS

Undersize
Both
Legs

Undersize
Horizontal

Leg

Undersize
Vertical

Leg

Concave
(Undersize

Throat)

Crater

Cross-sections through segments sho~n above.

F1gure 3.2.2-1. Examples of unders1ze conditions.
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In some cases. Project Procedures may require the Inspector to provide

additional information if a weld $ s rejected for being undersize. For

example, the Inspector say be required to report if other welds in the same

weldment or connection have oversize welds. This information is for the

Engineer 's use in evaluating the undersize condition and should be documented

in accordance with Project requirements.

Fillet iield Ga es. The leg size of fillet welds may be e»asured with a scale
or one of the coeN»rcially available fillet weld gages. When measuring weld

size of concave welds with a fillet weld gage, remember that even though the

fillet weld throat is measured, the reading on the gage is the fillet weld leg
size.

The Acceptance Criteria allows I/O of the weld length to be I/16 inch less
than specified. A way to determine the acceptability of the weld is to use a

fillet weld gage which is (or has been set to) I/16 inch less than the

specified size to make the initial visual inspection. Any portion of the weld

which is undersize can be easily located without asking numerous, unnecessary
measurements. The actual size of the fillet weld is important only when it is
undersize by a rejectable amount. Remember to apply the rounding-off
technique, even to portions that appear to be undersize by I/16 inch. Using

the rounding-off method, a weld that is up to 3/32 inch less than the

specified size would be acceptable if the total length of such undersize
segments does not exceed I/4 the length of the weld. However, if any portion
of the weld is undersize by more than 3/32 inch, the weld is considered to be

undersize in that area and is rejectable.

If the weld has undersize segments that meet the acceptance criteria, the

Inspector shall estimate or n»asure the length of such segments 'to determine
whether their total length exceeds I/4 the length of the weld.

Com arator T pe Fillet Held Ga e. Comparator type of fillet weld gages

consist of a set of metal strips. Each gage in the set has profiles at the
corners which are shaped to permit a comparative n»asurement of the leg size
of typical fillet welds. These gages are available in leg size increments of
I/16th inch. Smaller increments are not necessary for measurement of
structural fillet welds.
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The correct use of this type of gage is illustrated in Figures 3.2.2-2 and

3.2.2-3. This type of gage can be used to measure the leg size of fillet
welds directly or to determine the effective leg size by checking the throat

of a concave weld.

Other Multi-Purpose Meld Inspection Ga es. Fillet weld leg neasurements can

be made with other multi-purpose inspection gages. However, the comparator

gages previously discussed nay be more convenient to use. 6ages with
increments in decimals or millimeters should not be used. Fillet weld sizes

are to be measured to the nearest 1/16 inch (in fractions, not in decimals nor

in millimeter s).

3.2.3 Incomplete Fusion

Acceptance Criteria . In fillet welds, incomplete fusion of 3/8 inch in any

4 inch segment, and I/4 inch in welds less than 4 inches long, is acceptable.

For groove welds, incomplete fusion is not acceptable. For fillet and groove

welds, rounded end conditions that occur in welding (starts and stops) shall
not be considered indications of incomplete fusion and are irrelevant.

Inspection Guidelines. Inspection for incomplete fusion shall be performed by

visually examining the weld. The wetting and flow of weld natal at the fusion

line is the best indication of fusion. Incomplete fusion in fillet welds

~hich does not exceed 3/8 inch in any 4 inch segment of weld, or I/4 inch in
welds less than 4 inches long is acceptable. Incomplete fusion in a groove

weld is not acceptable.

Indications of incomplete fusion at the starts and stops of a weld which are

observed only at the weld root are not typical of the fusion in the main run

of the weld. (See Figure 3.2.3.) This apparent incomplete fusion is acceptable

when there is fusion at the weld toe.

Measurements of incomplete fusion length shall be rounded-off to the nearest

1/8 inch.
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Vz
mm IZ.T

WLO fLI.ET CAGE mm

Acceptable Leg Size

IZ.T
wELD FLI.ET CAGE sam

Potentially Unacceptable Leg Size

Figure 3.2.2-2. Basic fillet weld gage (comparator type)
—measurement of leg size .
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'KLO cL.LKT C<K

Acceptable Size

Vz
rim it.v

wELO FLIGHT CAGE

potentially Unacceptable Size

Figure 3.2.2-3. Basic fillet weld gage (comparator type)
—evaluation of concave welds.
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Irrelevant incomplete
fusion at stops and starts
of welds

General condition End condition

Figure 3.2.3. Irrelevant incomplete fusion.
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Acce tance Criteria. Overlap is acceptable provided the criteria for weld

size and fusion can be satisfied. Mhen fusion in the overlap length cannot be

verified, an overlap length of 3/8 inch in any 4 inch segment, and I/4 inch in

welds less than 4 inches long, is acceptable.

Ins ction Guidelines. The area of any overlap shall be inspected to assure

weld size and fusion requirements are met. Generally. in an overlap

condition, if incomplete fusion occurs, it will be short in length. The

visual observance of the wetting and flow of weld Netal at the fusion line is
sufficient indication of fusion. Portions of individual weld ripples or weave

patterns which overlap are not a concern when there is fusion on each side.

When fusion at the overlap area cannot be verified, the length of the overlap

should not exceed the equivalent of 3/8 inch in any 4 inch length or I/4 inch

in welds less than 4 inches long. Overlap in excess of 3/8 inch (or I/4 inch)

length is acceptable when fusion and weld size can be verified. (See

Figure 3.2.4.)

Overlap length shall be rounded-off to the nearest I/8 inch.

3.2.5 Underfilled Craters

Acceptance Criteria. Underfilled craters shall be acceptable provided the

criteria for weld size are met. Craters which occur outside the specified
weld length are irrelevant provided there are no cracks.

Inspection Guidelines. The length of the weld shall be visually examined to

locate the craters. Craters within the specified weld length are to be

evaluated using the acceptance criteria for undersized fillet welds

(Section 3.2.2) or groove welds (Section 3.2.6). (See Figures 3.2.5-1 and

3.2.5-2.) Craters outside the specified weld length are irrelevant (see

Figure 3.2.5-3).

Weld size in crater areas shall be evaluated by rounding-off to the nearest

I/16 inch.

Craters should be visually inspected for cracks.
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Unlimited length overlap
~here fusion is verified.
Acceptable

Hax. 3/8 inch overlap where
fusion cannot be verified in
the overlap region, but is
verified at each end of the
overlap. Acceptable

Wetting/fusion visible;
Accept regardless of length

Section A-A

Figure 3.2.4. Overlap
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Crater
I
I

Section A-A
Acceptable

Section B-S
Underf illed; Apply
weld size criteria

Fiqure 3.2.5-1. Craters —fillet welds.
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Crater Crater
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Section A-A
Acceptable

Section B-B
Underfilled; Apply
weld size criteria

FigUre 3.2.5-2. Craters —groove welds.
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Specified
Length

Crater outside specified
length; Disregard.
Check craters for cracks.

Figure 3.2.5-3. Crater outside specified length.
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3.2.6 Meld Profiles

Acce tance Criteria .

The faces of fillet welds Nay be convex, flat, or concave
provided the criteria for weld size are met.

The faces of groove welds Nay be flat or convex.

Convexity of fillet and groove welds are not criteria for
acceptance and need not be aaasured.

The thickness of groove welds is permitted to be a maximum of
1/32 inch less than the thinner member being Qined.

Ins ection Guidelines. Fillet weld convexity need not be measured as part of

the acceptance inspection. Fillet weld concavity is acceptable provided the

requirements for weld size are met. Fillet weld size shall be evaluated in

accordance with 3.2.2. See Figure 3.2.6-1.

Groove weld reinforcement need not be measured as part of the acceptance

inspection. When evaluating groove weld thickness, the 1/32 inch undersize

allowance is a maximum value and applies to the full length of the weld. It
is equivalent to rounding off the thickness to the nearest 1/16 inch; that is.
if the thickness of a groove weld is 1/32 inch less than the specified

thickness. it is acceptable: if it is more than 1/32 inch less than the

specified thickness, it is to be re5ected. For double groove welds, the

cumulative undersize on both sides shall not exceed 1/32 inch. See

Figure 3.2.6-2.

Flare bevel, or flare-Y groove weld size and profile shall conform to the

requirements for groove welds unless otherwise specified by Pro5ect

Requirements. See Figure 3.2.6-3.

3.2.7 Undercut

Acce tance Criteria.

For mterial 3/8 inch and less nominal thickness, undercut
depth of 1/32 inch on one side for the full length of the
weld, or 1/32 inch on one side for 1/2 the length of the weld
and 1/16 inch for 1/4 the length of the weld on the san» side
of the a»mber, is acceptable. For a»mbers welded on both
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Oo not measure

Acceptable Convexity

Acceptable concavity

Figure 3.2.6-1. Fillet veld profiles.
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Do not measure

I
I

o o%

Acceptable Convexity

1/32 (Underfilled)

I
//

sJ

Acceptable Concavity
or Underfill

Grinding 1/32
Depression

1

Acceptable

t2 ~/32 t2

Acceptable Cumulative Undersize

Figure 3.2.6-2. Groove weld profiles.
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1/32

I

/

Acceptable*

Figure 3.2.6-3. Flare bevel profile.

«NOTE: The profile shown is acceptable for flare bevel welds specified to be

flush. lf other fill requirements are specified, refer to Pro5ect specifications
for acceptance requirements.
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sides where undercut exists in the same plane of a mmber. the
cumulative lengths of undercut shall be limited to the lengths
of undercut allowed on one side. Kelt-through that results in
a hole in the base N»tal is unacceptable.

For Naterials greater than 3/8 inch nominal thickness,
undercut depth of 1/32 inch for the full length of the weld
and 1/16 inch for 1/4 the length of the weld on both sides of
the member is acceptable. When 'either welds or undercut exist
only on one side of the member or are not in the same plane,
the allowable undercut depth of I/32 inch may be increased to
I/16 inch for the full length of the weld.

Ins ection Guidelines. The criteria for determining the acceptance of

undercut are depth and length. The method to be used for determining

acceptable depth is primarily visual. Potentially rejectable areas may be

evaluated using a scale, comparative sample, or suitable gage to determine the

depth of undercut.

The Acceptance Criteria refer to situations where undercut say exist on both

sides of the member and in the san» plane. Sketch A of Figure 3.2.7-1

illustrates undercut on only one side of a member. Sketch B shows undercut on

both sides of a member and in the same plane. Sketch C is an example of

undercut on both sides of a n»mber but not in the same plane.

Undercut on opposite sides and in the san» plane of a member reduces the net

cross-sect)onal area of the e»mber and has a cumulative effect. For example,

in Sketch B, the total length of undercut is determined by adding together the

length of undercut on each side of the e»mber; for eater)al 3/8 inch and less

nominal thickness the total length of undercut shall not exceed the length of

undercut that would be allowed if there was undercut on only one side of the

member

In Sketch C, the undercut on one side is not in the same plane as the undercut

on the opposite side of the member and therefore, the length of undercut at
each location is to be evaluated independently.

Undercut depth is to be estimated to the nearest I/32 inch and undercut length

is to be estimated to determine compliance with the length of undercut

criteria. Son» examples of allowable undercut are shown in Figures 3.2.7-2

through 3.2.7-5. These figures show the length and depth of undercut which is
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Undercut Undercut

Same plane

SKETCH A
SKETCH B

Undercut

Different planes

Unde~cut

SKETCH C

F1gure 3.2.7-1. Examples of undercut.
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I
+ A

I

I

L

1/32 ~
Undercut on one side

Case 1

1/32 ~ L/2 f L/4~ 1/16

t Case

Section A-A (Rotated 90')
t C 3/8 inch

F)gure 3.2.7-2. Examples of acceptable undercut.
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1/32 g L/2

Undercut both sides

1/32 ~

1/32 yI L/4 ~
p r

Case 1

e/z ~
I L/8 I 1/16

Case 2

1/32 ~
1/16

Section B-B (Rotated 90')
t ( 3/8 inch

Figure 3.2.7-3. Examples of acceptable undercut.
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I

C

I

I

L

Undercut on one side

Case 1t

Section C-C (Rotated 90')
t > 3/8 inch

Figure 3.2.7-4. Examples of acceptable undercut.
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D

/
D

I

I

I

IIII Undercut on both sides

1/16 ~~

1/16 y

L/4 1/32

Case 1

L/4 1/32

Section D-0 (Rotated 90')
t > 3/8 inch

F)gure 3.2.7-5. Examples of acceptable undercut.
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acceptable. They also show continuous lengths of undercut; however scattered,
discontinuous and shorter lengths of undercut are obviously acceptable.

There are sufficient Nargins in these criteria so that it is not necessary to
sum isolated intermittent undercut (i.e., I/4 inch here, 5/8 inch there) to
develop the total length of undercut. ilhen these figures show undercut on

both sides of the base metal, the undercut is assumed to be in the san» plane.
As long as the Acceptance Criteria for undercut depth, length, and eelt-
through are met, the fact that undercut on one side of a member may be

directly opposite and in the same plane as undercut on the other side of the

san» member is irrelevant.

Nelt-through that results in a hole through the structural a»mbers is always

unacceptable.

Acceptance Criteria . Only surface porosity whose aa5or surface dimension

exceeds I/16 inch shall be considered relevant. Fillet and groove welds which

contain surface porosity shall be considered unacceptable if:

The sum of diameters of random porosity exceeds 3/8 inch in
any linear inch of weld or 3/4 inch in any 12 inches of weld;
01

Four or more pores are aligned and the pores are separated by
I/16 inch or less, edge to edge.

Ins ection Guidelines. porosity is generally less than I/16 inch in diameter.
Thus, relatively few pores are relevant. Mhen it is necessary to use a

measuring device, a I/16 inch wire and a tape or scale should be adequate. If
the I/16 inch wire can be inserted in a pore. the pore is relevant.

Mhen evaluating aligned porosity, a I/16 inch diameter wire can be used to
size the pores and check the edge to edge spacing of the pores. If the sire
of a pore is I/16 inch or less, it is irrelevant and need not be counted: if
the spacing between any two relevant pores exceeds I/16 inch, those pores are
irrelevant for the purpose of evaluating aligned porosity.

See Figure 3.2.8 for examples of aligned and random porosity.
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Figure 3.2.8. Porosity
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3.2,9 Meld Len th and Location

Acce tance Criteria. The length and location of welds shall be as specified
on the detail drawing, except that weld lengths may be longer than specified.
For weld lengths less than 3 inches, the permissible underlength is I/8 inch
and for welds 3 inches and longer, the permissible underlength is 1/4 inch.
Intermittent welds shall be spaced within I inch of the specified location.

Ins ction Guidelines. Melds shall be visually inspected to determine that
they are in the locations shown on the design drawings. Meld length shall be

measured to the tolerances designated on the drawings. Mhen the design

drawings do not provide tolerances for weld length and location, an

underlength of 1/8 inch is acceptable for welds less than 3 inches long and

1/4 inch for welds 3 inches long or longer. Melds nay be longer than

specified.

Boxed weld ends (end returns) are part of a single, overall weld length.
Boxed ends are not to be considered separate welds. (See Figure 3.2.9.)

Melds are usually designated as full length of the @ember or continuous. The

length of continuous welds need not be measured. Mhen a length dimension is
specified, it usually applies to intermittent welding, such as, "3 inches long
at 12 inches center-to-center," or "6 inches long at 12 inches center-to-
center." The total sum of the lengths of the intermittent welds is mre
important than the actual length of the individual intermittent welds. Either
way, a I/8 inch or I/4 inch tolerance, as applicable to segment length, is
acceptable if no other tolerance is given.

Intermittent welds shall be located within I inch of the specified location.
Intermittent welds shall be terminated in accordance with ProQct
requirements.

Meld length measurements shall be rounded off to the nearest 1/8 inch for
welds less than 3 inches long and the nearest I/O inch for welds 3 inches long
or longer. Neasurements for the location of intermittent welds shall be

rounded off to the nearest inch.
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Figure 3.2.9. Boxed weld ends.
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3.2.10 Arc Strikes

Acceptance Criteria. Arc strikes and associated blemishes are acceptable

provided no cracking is visually detected.

Inspection Guidelines. Ko special inspection is required for detection of arc

strikes. Arc strikes are usually found near the weld and the Inspector should

revie~ them while performing inspections for other weld conditions. Arc

strikes and the associated blemishes should be visually examined for cracks.

Visually detected cracks are unacceptable.

3.2.11 Surface Sla and Weld Spatter

Acceptance Criteria . Slag whose major surface dimension is I/8 inch or less

is irrelevant. Isolated surface slag that remains after weld cleaning and

which does not exceed I/4 inch in its major surface dimension, is acceptable.

(Slag is considered to be isolated when it does not occur more frequently than

once per weld or more than once in a 3 inch weld segment.) Spatter remaining

after the cleaning operation is acceptable.

Inspection Guidelines. Inspection for surface slag and weld spatter should be

performed by visually examining the length oF the weld and adjacent base metal

areas. Slag a»asuring I/8 inch or less is irrelevant.

The "once per weld" limit stated in the Acceptance Criteria applies to

relevant slag in welds that are 3 inches or less in length. In welds greater

than 3 inches long, relevant size slag should be separated by 3 inches or

Nore.

Areas of slag not n»eting the Acceptance Criteria may be removed by the

Inspector, if convenient, or the weld should be cleaned again and reinspected.

Sur face slag has no effect on the load carrying capacity of the weld and is
not harmful to the weld as long as it does not mask son» other discontinuity:
therefore slag dimensions should be estimated only: detailed n»asurements need

not be made. (Cleaning required for subsequent processing, such as painting
or KDE, is not addressed in this Training Manual.)
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Appendix A

ALTERNATIVE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The NS Ol.l Structural Melding Code allows the use of alternative acceptance

criteria when agreed upon by the owner, the Engineer, and the constructor. Th1s

fact is clar1fied in the 1985 ed1tion of AMS 01.1. A new paragraph 1.1.1.1 has

been added which states:

'1.1.1.1 The fundamental prem1se of the Code is to provide general
stipulations adequate to cover any situation. Acceptance criteria
for production welds different from those specified 1n the Code may
be used for a particular application provided they are suitably
documented by the proposer and approved by the Eng1neer. These
alternate acceptance criteria can be based upon evaluation of
suitability for service using past experience, experimental evidence
or engineering analys1s cons1der1ng material type, service load
effects, and environmental factors."

In addition, the Ccementary for this new paragraph reads:

'Cl.l.l.l The workmanship cr1teria provided 1n Section 3 of the
Code are based upon knowledgeable judgment of what is achievable by
a qual1fied welder. The criteria 1n Section 3 should not be
considered as a boundary of su1tability for service. Su1tability
for service analys1s would lead to widely varying workmanship
criteria unsu1table for a standard code. Furthermore, in some
cases, the criteria would be more liberal than what is desirable and
producible by a qualified welder. In general, the appropriate
quality acceptance criteria and whether or not a deviat1on is
harmful to the end use of the product should be the Engineer's
dec1sion. When modifications are approved, evaluation of
suitability for service using modern fracture mechanics techniques,
a history of satisfactory service, or experimental evidence is
recognized as a suitable basis for alternate acceptance criteria for
welds."
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VISITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON
IMSHIHCTON,D. C. $$$5

JUN 2C MS

Kr. Douglas E. Dutton, Chairman
Nuclear Construction issues 6roup
Southern Company Services
P. 0. Box 2625
Siraingham, Alabama 35202

Dear Kr. Dutton:

Sub5ect: Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria for Structural 'Nelding at
Nuclear Power Plants (VNAC) Revision 2

The staff has completed review of the subject document prepared by the
Nuclea~ Construction Issues 6r oup. Me have concluded that VNC Revision 2
represents a technically acceptable approach for visual 1nspection of
structural reldments of nuclear po~er plants that are under the purview of
American Welding Society Standard Dl.l or other non-ASME class structures.
VMAC is, in our opinion, not applicable to inser vice inspections that are
required by Section X1 of the ASME'Code.

Applicants and licensees wishing to conmit to the VWAC must document their
conmitment in the form of an amendment to the Safety Analysis Report for
each power plant. The staff's processing of these amendments'can be
expected to be exped1tious if no significant exceptions are taken to VMAC
Revision 2.

ite believe 1t particularly important that uniform training be provided to
QC inspectors in the implementation of VNC Revision 2 to assure
consistency of application. The NRC staff, particularly regional
1nspectors, should be provided opportunities to review your tra1ning
program and to observe the conduct of the training.

lf you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hes1tate to
contact us.

Sincer ely,

e P. K, Acting Director
D vi ion of E gineering

fi e of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: V. Stello
H. R. Denton
J. K. Tay'ior
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NRKNN SHIP

The workmanship provisions of Section 3 of AWS D1.1 are appropriate for in-process

quality control purposes. The determination of whether corrective action is

necessary to assure good workmanship during product1on shall be made in accordance

w1th the in-process welding control requirements of the Pro5ect.

Prior to the 1985 ed1tion of AWS D1.1, paragraph 3.1.1 read:

'3.1.1 All appl1cable paragraphs of this Sect1on shall be observed

produced by any process acceptable under this Code." [Emphasis
added.)

From this, some people inferred that Section 3 applied to visual 1nspection of

welds. However, the 1985 edit1on clarified the intent of 3.1.1 by delet1ng the

words 'and inspection." The revised paragraph now reads:

'3.1.1 All appl1cable paragraphs of this Section shall be observed 1n the
fabr1cat1on of welded assemblies and structures produced by any process
acceptable under th1s Code."

In addition, the Coomentary was rev1sed to emphasize that Section 3 pertains to

workmansh1p criteria. The 1985 Comnentary for this new paragraph reads:

'C3.1.1 The cr1teria contained 1n Section 3 are 1ntended to provide
defin1t1on to the producer, supervisor, engineer and welder of what
constitutes good workmansh1p. Compliance with the criteria is
achievable and expected. If the workmanship criteria are not
generally met, it constitutes a signal for corrective act1on."

The Acceptance Criteria and Inspection Guidelines presented 1n this Train1ng

Manual apply to inspection of completed welds and 1t is concluded that NCIG-Ol has

no effect on the in-process workmanship standards of Section 3 of AWS Dl.l. The

workmansh1p prov1sions of Section 3 of AWS Dl.l and other construction codes are

necessary for In-process quality control purposes. The determination of whether



l



corrective act<on 1s necessary to assure good workmanship during production shall
be aade $ n accordance with the in-process weld)ng control of the Pro5ect.
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